
NETWORK
learn from industry colleagues

STRENGTHEN
your projects outcomes 
with innovative solutions

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2018

EXHIBITOR SHOWCASE
Discover innovative solutions to overcome the challenges 
that often plague the capital projects industry.

EXPERIENCE
the latest practices 
in capital projects delivery

IMPROVE
business outcomes 
for capital projects

EXPAND
your knowledge

CII ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2018
July 23-25, Indianapolis

Experience the latest

in capital project delivery practices.

REGISTER FOR THE CII ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2018!

In an industry with DOZENS of conferences, there’s only one 
that provides networking opportunities AND the very latest in 
research and development around project improvement! 

If you are going to take valuable time away from your job, you 
should leave with more than just a handful of business cards, 
right? CII’s Annual Conference provides you with tools and tips 
to dramatically improve your day job!

This year’s event will focus on ingenious ways to drive business 
value for your capital projects. 

Plan to join us in Indianapolis, July 23–25!

http://cvent.utexas.edu/events/cii-annual-conference-2018/event-summary-dd64a1cbd0614f2ca05dbfe39d6c43c4.aspx


FEATURE PANELS

http://go.cii.today/AC18

As the pool of skilled workers continues to stagnate, the construction industry 
must strive to find a new source for fresh talent. What can we collectively do to 
make our industry – known for being difficult, dirty, and dangerous – appealing 
to the upcoming generations?

Join us for an interactive session with young craft professionals who have been 
forging their way into our ranks. What makes them tick? Why do they enjoy 
their careers? What has contributed to their success and made them loyal to 
our industry? Now is your chance to help unravel the thread to successful 
recruitment in the millennial culture.

NCCER Young Craft Professional Panel
(National Center for Construction Education and Research)

KEYNOTE PRESENTATIONS
Life Is About Influence
John Daly, Liddell Professor of Communication, 
The University of Texas at Austin

The Domino Effect: 
How U.S. Population Shifts Will Affect Our Industry
Kathryn Thompson, Partner and Chief Executive Officer, 
Thompson Research Group

Open to Change
Dane Parker, Vice President of Sustainable Workplaces, 
General Motors

Autonomy & Automation in Construction Industries
Dan Henderson, Director of Innovation & Emerging Technology, 
Caterpillar

Construction’s Evolution: From Solution Scarcity to
Vertical Integration
Curtis Rodgers, Founder of The Society of Construction Solutions, 
Brick & Mortar Ventures

Successful Uncertainty Management in a Megaproject - 
The Pursuit of Opportunities and Lessons Learned

Most previous productivity research 
has focused on improvements at the 
craft and project levels, but these 
efforts rarely translated into long-term 
productivity gains. Using the industry’s 
success with corporate safety 
improvement as a model, RT-340 
identified six key practices that must 
be implemented in order to achieve 
companywide, lasting improvement. 
Learn how to implement these key 
practices and improve the financial 
future of your organization.

Corporate Practices for 
Productivity Improvement

Learn which changes to current practices 
make Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) 
approach more effective for industrial 
projects. RT-341 will present the principles, 
methods, and tools to implement Industrial 
Integrated Project Delivery (I2PD) on your 
next industrial project.

RT-344 research discovered that “visibility” 
into the supply chain decreases significantly 
the further the observer is from the source. 
Better visibility can reduce risk by helping 
industry professionals to plan better and 
giving them greater flexibility to respond to 
changing project conditions. Come learn the 
10 key supply chain activities that require 
decisions, and the 76 items of visibility that 
enable the project team to make those key 
decisions.

Hear how recommended changes 
could reposition the U.S. construction 
workforce development system as a 
world leader. RT-335 will present 
research that shows how construction 
industry stakeholders and workforce 
participants influence workforce 
development outcomes. The team’s 
conclusions will be presented as eight 
specific policy recommendations that 
your company can consider adopting, 
supporting, and advocating in order to 
restore the U.S. construction work-
force development system to a 
world-leading position.

Improving the U.S. Workforce 
Development System

Improved Integration of the Supply 
Chain in Materials Planning and 
Work Packaging

Integrated Project Delivery for 
Industrial Projects: Collaborate. 
Integrate. Succeed.

Construction Readiness 
Assessment
Come learn how to assess your 
project’s readiness for construction 
at any point in its development. This 
research, by RT DCC-02, the first funded 
by the Downstream and Chemicals 
Sector Committee, developed adecision 
support tool that can assess a project’s 
construction readiness by applying new 
data-analysis methods that the team 
created by integrating other research 
into improving field productivity.

RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS

Scenes from CII Annual Conference 2017

http://cvent.utexas.edu/events/cii-annual-conference-2018/event-summary-dd64a1cbd0614f2ca05dbfe39d6c43c4.aspx

